
        

“MARCH” 
               THROUGH   
       ATLANTA’S 
NEIGHBORHOODS

Homeschool Day
Thursday
March 21, 2024
10am–12:30pm



*Returning visitors: don’t forget to get your 
Past-port stamped!atlantahistorycenter.com

Schedule of Activities

Symbols of Our City
Exhibit Hallway
Ongoing, Craft

Most of Atlanta’s intown neighborhoods have 
their own special symbols that residents hang 
outside to reflect their sense of community. 
Stop by to learn about the symbols used 
by Inman Park and Reynoldstown, as well 
as the history behind these “neighboring” 
neighborhoods. Then create your own symbol 
to reflect your history or character.  

DiverseCity!
Olympic Exhibit Hallway
10:10am, 10:45am, 11:25am
Duration: 25 minutes

Immerse yourself in the different cultures of 
Atlanta in an exciting scavenger hunt! We’ll 
explore the ways some of Atlanta’s immigrant 
populations have brought big change to 
our city. We’ll also learn about immigrant 
influences on the many communities that 
surround the greater Atlanta area.  

The Pieces of Little Five Points
Lower Level Classroom
10:20am, 10:55am, 11:35am
Duration: 25 minutes

Little 5 Points is an iconic area of Atlanta. 
It is a place where all types of people come 
together and embrace their differences. Find 
out how local citizens collaborated in the 
1970’s to stop a highway that would have 
destroyed their neighborhood, and how this 
business district remains one of the most 
interesting parts of our city.

A Walk Through 
Washington Park
Gatheround Exhibit
10:30am, 11:05am, 11:45am
Duration: 25 minutes

Washington Park is the first planned 
Black neighborhood in the city of Atlanta. 
Constructed around an important park space, 
the neighborhood was a central area for the 
Atlanta Black community during the era of 
segregation. Come walk with us and learn 
about how the district began, discover how 
history plays a part in your local community, 
and imagine how you would build the perfect 
park. 

Cabbage…Town?
West Lobby (Lower Level)
10:40am, 11:15am, 12:00pm
Duration: 25 minutes

Cabbagetown is one of the most unique 
neighborhoods of Atlanta with its narrow 
houses, one-way streets, and the historic 
factory that sits in its background. Learn about 
Cabbagetown’s origins, its unusual name, and 
the things that make it different from all the 
other areas of Atlanta. And before you go, 
compete in our cabbage games just like locals 
do every year. 


